LUXAVIATION GROUP AND EXECUJET CO-EXHIBIT
AT EBACE
News / Business aviation, Events / Festivals

Luxaviation Group and ExecuJet are exhibiting for the first time together at the European
Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE) from 24-26 May 2016 in Geneva,
Switzerland. It will be the second time Luxaviation has exhibited at the show and
ExecuJet’s 16th time.
Luxaviation Group and ExecuJet will co-exhibit in Hall 6, Stand S073 which is located along
the main thoroughfare of EBACE. Highlights of the stand include a graphic timeline
detailing the Luxaviation Group story; interactive touch screens, allowing guests to browse
Luxaviation and ExecuJet websites, news feeds, social media pages, presentations and
images; and representatives from Luxaviation’s cabin crew showcasing the Group’s new
uniforms launched last month. There will also be news and information from all companies
within the Group: Luxaviation Belgium, Luxaviation France, Luxaviation Germany,
Luxaviation Luxembourg, Luxaviation Portugal/Switzerland and Luxaviation UK.
Patrick Hansen, CEO of Luxaviation, who will be discussing the consequences of consolidation at
the event, says: “EBACE is a key event in the Luxaviation calendar and we are pleased to be
exhibiting with ExecuJet. It is a milestone on our journey as a Group and a good opportunity to
show our unified approach to the business aviation industry. By adopting a single stand at EBACE
we are signalling that customers can expect the same outstanding experience wherever they
travel with us; all backed by the resources and best practice processes of a major international
group.”
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Gerrit Basson, CEO of ExecuJet, says: “We are really looking forward to exhibiting with
Luxaviation at EBACE this year. The show is vital for highlighting the industry’s crucial role in
connecting towns and cities across Europe to the broader global marketplace thus supporting jobs
and helping companies succeed. A co-branded stand is the perfect way to show that we are
working together to pave the way for exceptional business aviation services.”
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